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Jinnah, Palestine 

and Israel 
By Meraj Hasan 

Discussions on the Palestine issue are perpetual in Pakistan given the current Ramadan 

bombing and settler violence by the Israelis, Human Rights Watch declaring Israel’s 

policies crimes of apartheid, and the flirtation of part of Pakistan’s press with the idea of 

the country recognising Israel. Pakistanis frequently appeal to the role model of the 

country’s founder Muhammad Ali Jinnah for future decisions. History, however, tends to 

get lost in this, being replaced by half-truths and obfuscations. It is Jinnah’s conduct 

towards the Palestine issue to which we turn.  

The All-India Muslim League had been taking a keen interest in global Muslim affairs in 

the second decade of 20th century and in their Delhi session of 1918 passed resolutions 

asking for the protection of the institution of the Caliphate and protesting the occupation 

of Muslim holy sites such as Jerusalem [1]. When the resolution regarding Caliphate was 

put to the vote, Jinnah stated that under the Muslim league constitution it had no right 

to dabble in the foreign politics of the British government. Finding the members opposed 

to it, he left the premises [2]. Some Pakistanis believe this to be the end of his tether with 

pan-Islamism. But, he seemed to have had a change of heart afterwards for in summer of 

1919, after the War, Jinnah headed a delegation in London seeking a private interview 

with the prime minister on the issue of Caliphate. When refused, he instead put his 

signature on a memorial sent to the same office on 27th August [3]. 

On 11th May 1920, the peace terms were announced and the Caliphate was divided and 

occupied. At the Muslim League special session at Calcutta in September 1920, Jinnah 

presided. In his address he said, “First came the Rowlatt Bill – accompanied by the Punjab 

atrocities - and then came the spoilation [sic] of the Ottoman Empire and the Khilafat. 

One attacks our liberty, the other our faith”. He went on, “Unchivalrous and outrageous 

terms have been imposed upon Turkey and the Ottoman Empire has served for plunder 

and been broken up by the Allies under the guise of Mandates.” [4] Then he said, “And 

what of the sacred land of the Crescent and the Star and the blue and golden Bosphorus 

- its capital seized and the Khalifa virtually a prisoner, its territories overrun by Allied 

troops – groaning under an imposition of impossible terms. It is a death warrant, not a 

treaty” [5]. As many Pakistanis know well, Jinnah was indeed opposed to Gandhi’s 

noncooperation movement that was supported by Khilafat Conference due to his dislike 

for mass politics (at the time) in favor of constitutional methods. However, in the same 

session he left it open for the members to join it or not. 
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It is from this beginning that we understand his later stance on Palestine and Israel. In the 

wake of the Arab Revolt (1936-1939), the Muslim League which had been passing 

resolutions with regards to Palestine continuously, ramped-up its intensity. In Patna 

session of December 1938 Jinnah in his presidential address described the slain Arabs as 

martyrs and condemned the ‘British imperialism’ for ‘placating the international jewry’ 

and Resolution V condemned the Balfour Declaration as an instrument of furthering 

British imperialism [6]. In October 1939 Jinnah was authorised by the Muslim League 

Working Committee to pressurise the Viceroy to meet Arab demands on Palestine [7]. 

World War II had just erupted and with support of the largest party, Indian National 

Congress, not forthcoming, the British gave increasingly more importance to League in 

return for support with the war. At the 1939 Roundtable Conference on Palestine Jinnah 

sent Chaudhry Khaliquzzaman and Abdur Rehman Siddiqui to aid the Palestinians and the 

Grand Mufti Amin Al-Husseini [8]. Jinnah in July 1939 criticised the British White Paper 

and its solution of a single state and limited Jewish immigration, wanting them to meet 

Arab demands instead [9]. He promised support to the Supreme Arab Council [10] and 

opened the Palestine Fund [11], reiterating his demands at the historic Lahore Session of 

March 1940 [12]. 

Throughout the rest of the War Jinnah continued his support for Arabs in Palestine. In 

1946 he protested several times the change in British policy towards Jewish immigration 

and calls by the Joint Anglo-American Commission of Inquiry into Palestine to establish a 

Jewish homeland [13]. In February 1946, Jinnah told a New York Times correspondent that 

he would go to any lengths to help the Palestinians. When asked to define ‘any length’, 

he said, ‘It means whatever we can do, violence, if necessary’ [14]. Having just won an 

overwhelming majority of Muslim seats in the elections, the British took this threat very 

seriously with regards to internal trouble in India and future of Pakistan as a belligerent 

pan-Islamic country vis-a-vis creation of Israel. It may have caused them to create hurdles 

in acceptance of Pakistan itself (see for example Viceroy Wavell’s letter to Henderson, 25th 

April 1946).  Jinnah reported on 17th January 1946 in a speech that King Ibn-i-Saud was 

offered 25 million pounds by a Jewish agency to remain silent on Pakistan issue. The King 

rejected it. Jinnah even demanded the expulsion of existing Jews to Australia, Canada etc 

[15].  Two months after the creation of Pakistan in October 1947, Jinnah told Duncan 

Hooper in an interview that partition of Palestine would be the ‘gravest disaster’ and 

Pakistan would give its ‘fullest support to the Arabs’ [16]. 

By this time Jinnah’s health had started to fall, his energy consumed by nascent Pakistan 

and the Kashmir problem. Nevertheless, when the partition plan was approved by the 

United Nations in November 1947, he wrote to President Truman in December to desist 

from partitioning Palestine [17]. Jinnah told Robert Simson the same month that partition 

was  'unjust and cruel' and pledged to 'help cause of the Arabs in Palestine in every 
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possible way’ [18]. Israel declared independence on 14th May 1948. Pakistan has never 

recognised it. 

We must also consider, briefly, the allegation that Jinnah was inspired by Zionism to create 

Pakistan (Devji, p. 20). The alleged presence of some books about Zionism and European 

Jewry in Jinnah’s library do not prove he was inspired by them, especially when one studies 

the above struggles of his life against it. The same library is said to have anti-Zionist 

material as well. Moreover, Jinnah read on a variety of topics such as Armstrong’s 

biography of Ataturk [19] to Ameer Ali’s Spirit of Islam [20]. Unlike what Devji argues, 

Muslim League gave example of Jews to show British hypocrisy on their denial of Muslim 

right to self-determination in India. The League in this context gave examples of a variety 

of entities such as the United States of America and Europe fractured into tiny states [21]. 

Therefore, the issue of Zionist inspiration is incorrect. 

It is unlikely that Pakistan would recognise Israel given this historical precedent. The 

country would erupt in protest and any government that plans to take this step would not 

be voted back into power. Jinnah’s long endeavor over Caliphate, Palestine and Arab 

rights, spanning three decades, is likely to maintain Pakistan’s current stance on Israel in 

future. 
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Are we victims of a 

man-made virus? 
By Senator Rehman Malik 

This debate is now in advanced stages as the World Health Organisation (WHO) is already 

evaluating this virus. The opinion is divided but the experts will come up with facts or 

someone will own it under the pressure of their conscience. The world is inching towards 

reality by every passing day with new exposures on this issue. Dr Anthony Fauci has 

endorsed the first part of my demand to the Secretary General United Nations to form a 

high-powered commission to probe if Covid-19 is man-made or naturally grown. In the 

second part, I had demanded to locate its origin and patient zero of Covid-19. Dr Anthony 

Fauci has said that he’s ‘not convinced’ Covid developed naturally and calls for a full 

investigation. 

Earlier, the Nobel Laureate and distinguished Professor Tasuku Honjo of the Kyoto 

University, the Institute of Advanced Study has stated that all indicators of the Covid-19 

suggest that it is a man-made virus. He has even claimed that in case he is proven wrong, 

he will surrender his Nobel Prize and if he is not proven right then the government of 

Japan withdraws his award post his death. 

Similarly, Japan and Taiwan media have claimed that coronavirus originated in the US, not 

in China and that some (or many) of the 1400 American deaths attributed to influenza 

may have in fact have resulted from coronavirus; obviously, this needs a thorough probe. 

Hence the US cannot be blamed unless a proper investigation is done and a report is 

submitted by the WHO panel which is evaluating this virus. 

On the other hand, on February 14, 2020, the US Centre for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) said that they will begin to test individuals with influenza-like illness for 

the novel coronavirus at public health labs in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago, 

and New York City. 

The novel coronavirus—Covid-19 continues to spread around the world with panic with 

many unsubstantiated claims, conspiracy theories, and misinformation about the disease. 

Soon after the outbreak of coronavirus, a theory about the virus’ origins started, as to who 

should be made responsible for it. Many claim that the virus didn’t come from nature; but 

had instead been created in a laboratory as a bioweapon, but similarly, on the other hand, 

many are claiming it natural. The plain reading of the above information clearly shows 

that it should be thoroughly investigated on scientific grounds to reveal the facts behind 

the deadly Covid-19. 

The UN needs to examine if it is any sponsored terrorist group that is managing the chain 

of bio-terrorism ensuring the suspicion and gulf or is it a fight within the world powers or 

the virus was created to sell vaccines. The global village would like to reach its depth and 
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if the origin is not traced and the investor is not identified then this ‘small deadly virus’ 

has got the potential to lead the world to World War III. All that has happened cannot be 

just overlooked and I am sure that some senior virologists will back me in supporting my 

demand for a pragmatic and transparent investigation from an independent panel of 

investigators. 

This was the reason that I was the first across the world to have written a letter to the 

Secretary-General United Nations to constitute a high-powered commission consisting of 

scientists from across the world to thoroughly investigate the origin, nature, structure, 

and spread of ‘Covid-19’. The formation of a UN Commission on Covid-19 will certainly 

require the full backing of the international community. 

I still insist that it is manmade but the blame cannot be levelled against any country unless 

a transparent investigation is conducted. Dr Fauci needs to wait for the evaluation report 

by the panel on Covid-19 headed by the former prime minister of New Zealand Ms. Helen 

Clark and the sub-panel looking into Patient Zero. The investigator needs to examine and 

first point out as to how many known and unknown virology labs and have the countries 

report their locations to the authorities monitoring the implementation of the UN 

Biological Weapons Convention, 1975. 

In my letter to UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on April 3, 2020, I had proposed 

to constitute a high-powered commission on Covid-19 under the UN Convention on 

Biological Weapons, 1975 to be comprised of virologists, scientists, professors, 

researchers, analysts, and experts in the fields of microbiology and virology. 

For the proposed UN commission on Covid-19, I in my letter had proposed the following 

seven ToRs to the UN secretary-general: To accurately identify the location of Covid-19’s 

origin; the affected countries to provide samples of their coronavirus patients; to 

identify/locate patient zero, through available statistics; to discover why the behaviour, 

intensity, and fertility rate of Covid-19 varies from country to country, by using available 

data; to discover whether Covid-19 is manmade or a naturally-grown virus. If it is 

manmade, then what is the biological and/or scientific mechanism capable of 

modifying/re-engineering this virus for use as bio-weapon or a bio-warfare tool; to find 

out the mechanism of developing or growing this virus without or within the human body, 

and its survival period on surfaces; to examine the allegations of transporting this virus 

from one place to other destinations in the world, as a biological warfare tactics; to find 

out if the virus is a result of genetic modifications or cross-breeding of animals, and if 

there are precedence of similar viruses being transferred from animals to humans, or 

being transferred by any type of food. 

The world is waiting for the report of the panel which is investigating it but in the 

meantime, the UN should make public as to how many virology labs and biowarfare labs 

are functioning in the world and what is the monitoring mechanism. I hope the WHO 

panel will also suggest the measures to overcome such a pandemic in the future. 
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I would like to conclude that this one gram of virus has brought the world to halt. I hope 

the Bill Gates foundation will help in this probe under the able guidance of Mr. Bill Gates 

who had also predicted in 2015-2017 that there would be a virus that will kill millions of 

people across the world. 

Let us pray for a Covid-free world. Meanwhile, I would like to request the WHO to also 

clarify about the propaganda that microchips will be injected with the Covid-19 vaccine 

as it is misleading many people across the world. 

The writer is former Interior Minister of Pakistan, Chairman Senate 

Standing Committee on Interior and Chairman of Think Tank “Global Eye”. 

He is the author of four books and his fifth book is about to get published. 

He can be reached at: rmalik1212@gmail.com, Twitter @Senrehmanmalik 
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Economic growth? 
By Abdul Sattar 

The claim of nearly four percent economic growth may have created a ripple of excitement 

among government circles but it does not seem to have brought any significant change 

in the life of a common citizen, who continues to suffer because of the onslaught of the 

pandemic and unwise policies of the ruling elite. Skyrocketing inflation, massive 

unemployment, extreme poverty and lack of basic amenities are still plaguing the lives of 

the people. 

In a country of more than 207 million, around 89 million people do not have access to 

pure drinking water, the majority are still condemned to live in shanty towns and slums, 

more than 44 percent children are still facing the specter of stunted growth, almost 23 

million children are still out of school, the contagion rendered over 18 million people 

jobless, and despite the much-vaunted health insurance 80 percent diseases are still 

water-borne, which this heavy investment failed to wipe out. 

For the people, these are the bitter realities. They do not want to listen to the mantra of 

economic growth that has hardly alleviated their sufferings. They have no time to grasp 

the complicated financial indicators and statistics that have brought no tangible 

improvement in their lives. For them, real transformation lies in improving the living 

standard of the majority of Pakistanis. The people would be impressed by the 

government's economic policies if they had mitigated hardships, provided decent 

housing, quality and free education, access to health facilities, uninterrupted power supply 

at a reasonable price and basic human right of pure drinking water. 

For people living at the bottom layer of social stratification, these past two and half years 

have been terrible. There has been a phenomenal increase in the prices of essential 

commodities. A number of slums and low-income areas have been demolished in the 

name of development and mega projects. Thousands of people have been rendered 

jobless in the name of austerity, right sizing, downsizing and privatisation. Tens of 

thousands are still facing the spectre of termination because of the ruling elite’s love for 

the neo-liberal agenda. In addition to that, the government is also abolishing a number 

of facilities that were earlier extended to employees of public-sector entities. 

After the 18th Amendment, the federal government does not need an army of 

departments but instead of following the spirit of the amendment and shutting down 

unnecessary divisions, it is expanding the federal bureaucracy, which will be a burden on 

the national exchequer. While the government and its ministers never tire of talking about 

low-paid government servants and their salaries, which they believe is a huge burden on 

the national kitty, they are reticent about the perks and privileges of big guns in the public 

sector that have been appointed at hefty salaries with lucrative perks and privileges. They 

never consider these generous packages a burden on the national exchequer. 
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Even during the pandemic, there was more interest in serving private capital than the 

people, coming up with the package of around Rs1200 billion with most of it going to Big 

Business. A meagre Rs200 billion was spent on the vast majority of the people who had 

been badly hit by the contagion. Despite receiving so many concessions from the 

government, industrialists and businessmen continued rendering tens of thousands 

workers unemployed, terminating them on the pretext of the coronavirus and the 

subsequent business losses. The government did not come up with any mechanism to 

prevent the termination of workers. No action was taken against industrial and 

commercial concerns that laid off the poor employees. 

In order to appease private capital, Prime Minister Imran Khan announced a Rs700 billion 

package for Karachi, another Rs400 billion for different parts of Sindh and over Rs370 

billion package for Gilgit-Baltistan. Together, this makes a whopping Rs1470 billion. Most 

of this amount has been allocated for large and mega projects. It may trigger economic 

activity and may help the pundits of finance markets come up with incomprehensible facts 

and figures and statistics but such projects have not mitigated the hardships of the masses 

in the past nor will they demonstrate any miracles in the future. 

Will this amount bring the more than 22 million out-of-school children back to their places 

of learning? Will it put an end to the extreme poverty of more than 60 million Pakistanis? 

Will it extend any relief to the millions of Pakistanis who are suffering under the ever rising 

prices of power supply? Will these packages ensure the supply of pure drinking water to 

all Pakistanis? Will these government initiatives wipe out the easily preventable diseases 

that have been claiming the lives of thousands of Pakistanis every year? 

The answers are in the negative because such projects on the one hand appease 

international monetary institutions, and on the other enrich a few individuals. PM Imran 

Khan is not the first to undertake such initiatives. In the past, the government of Nawaz 

Sharif also embarked upon so many infrastructure projects but despite pumping more 

than Rs1400 billion since 1988, the country is yet to show an impressive performance in 

this field. Almost every government since 1988 has come up with projects of roads, 

bridges and underpasses but even then we lose more than 48000 precious lives every year 

because of road accidents. 

If the Prime Minister Imran Khan really wants to do something different, he needs to direct 

his energies towards lifting the vast majority of Pakistanis out of poverty. Their hardships 

cannot be mitigated by merely establishing shelter houses or doling out free meals but 

by creating more job opportunities for which the government will have to revitalize the 

public-sector entities. The PTI had said it would turn all the state-run concerns into profit 

earning entities. The prime minister needs to live up to his promises, turning these entities 

productive and efficient. 

Instead of privatising public enterprises and industrial concerns, the government should 

invest in them, which will create more employment and revenues. The much-vaunted 
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health insurance programme did not meet the expectations of the people. The 

government should invest into public sector hospitals and dispensaries, appointing more 

doctors, training more nurses and recruiting more paramedical workers. It should also set 

up hundreds of public universities and medical colleges, providing free education there, 

which will provide relief to millions of Pakistanis who spend an enormous amount of 

money on educating their children. 

Thousands of housing societies have received money from people but failed to deliver 

housing units. A mere strict administrative action against the housing societies can help 

millions of Pakistanis get these housing units or their refunds which can be used to 

enhance economic activities. More than 80 million Pakistanis spend an enormous amount 

of money on health, education and pure drinking water. The government can lift millions 

of people out of poverty if it provides these three facilities on a priority basis. 

The writer is a freelance journalist. 

Email: egalitarianism444@ gmail.com 
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The paradox of the 

Superior Services 
By M Saeed Khalid 

It is that time of the year when around two hundred ambitious young men and women, 

as well as their families, celebrate their success in the Central Superior Services – CSS 

examination. 

There is a palpable sense of joy and self-fulfillment among the successful candidates and 

a wave of dejection in others who could not reach the finishing line. In a country where 

patwaris (land department officials) and similarly ranked officials in police, customs, 

taxation etc are mostly chosen on the basis of sifarish or bribes, CSS offers a path to join 

coveted services on the basis of one's academic qualifications and hard work, through a 

nationwide competitive examination. 

The credibility of the national competitive examination apart, it is true that the CSS 

recruiting system comprising written as well as oral and psychological tests under the 

Federal Public Service Commission remains frozen in time. The only major change has 

been its opening to women candidates who keep increasing their share of the CSS with 

the passage of time. They have proved their merit by securing very high positions 

including the top slot in the examination. 

The previous gender discrimination was done away with in Z A Bhutto's time, who had 

ordered an overhaul of the federal services. He also saw to it that all selected candidates 

were given common training in Lahore, before branching off to their specialized training 

institutions. Almost five decades later, this pattern continues but Bhutto's strong desire 

to break the elitist position of the CSP now known as PAS remains unfulfilled. 

It is easy to discern at a glance that the top position holders have opted to join the 

Pakistan Administrative Service, followed by the Police Service of Pakistan and the Foreign 

Service of Pakistan. Is it normal that the preferences have barely changed over decades? 

The prestige of these three services is also seen in the practice that the armed forces 

nominate officers against their quota to these three cadres. A former member of the FPSC 

commented that while appearing in the competitive examination, almost all candidates 

have the ambition of joining one of these three services. It is another story that a majority 

will not make it to these cadres and instead join the audit, customs, income tax, trade, 

information and other federal services because they all promise an assured career path 

and rise to the highest levels of civil service. 

Questions do arise often about the suitability of this system of a common entrance 

examination. But every attempt of reorganization or review has remained unsuccessful. 

The reform committee chaired by Dr Ishrat Hussain made clear recommendations for 

replacing the common examination by a system of clusters where the candidates will have 
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to appear in some subjects related to the specific cadres. However, like other findings of 

Dr Ishrat's commission, their call for reformatting the competitive examination remains 

unimplemented. 

It is a coincidence that keeping in view the health emergency, the FPSC has postponed 

this year's examinations. This can be an opportunity to quickly reconsider the Ishrat team's 

recommendations and bring innovations to the CSS examination. The counter argument 

can be: why fix something if it ain't broke? The gruelling written exam and a rigorous oral 

test, though not perfect, have a degree of credibility which should not be tinkered just for 

the sake of change. And, to begin, the name CSS itself needs a change. 

The notion of ‘Central Superior Services’ should be scrapped forthwith as every public 

service is paid for by the people to serve them. It was a smart ploy by some arch 

bureaucrats to add the word superior before services. The anachronism has lasted long 

enough. The Cabinet Division and the FPSC can jointly coin a new name like Federal 

Services Examination – FSE – or some other suitable term to emphasize the federal and 

public service aspect of the entry level test. 

Two other issues have cropped up in the last few days. This paper (The News) broke a 

story about opening up top secretariat posts to experts from the private sector, which are 

reserved for senior civil servants from various cadres. This would be a major change in the 

system and finally accept the idea that the generalist cadres cannot provide requisite 

leadership in tasks which did not exist a couple of decades ago. "We are opening up the 

top secretariat posts so far reserved for generalist cadre officers to technical experts from 

the private sector as well as from within the government", affirmed official sources, 

according to the news report. 

The cabinet has reportedly decided to allow technocrats with higher qualifications to 

compete for Management Scale Positions (MP). The new procedure will lead to a larger 

pool of candidates and provide a level playing field to those who meet the eligibility 

criteria. 

Finally, there is a subject of much wider interest – the pay and pension system, which 

could go through major changes from the new financial year. There have been repeated 

stories about the burgeoning burden of pay and pensions at the federal level, that the 

government can no longer afford. A logical answer would have been to reduce numbers 

in the federal civil services after passage of the 18th Amendment which has transferred 

functions and resources to the provinces. 

In line with the institutional reforms committee's findings, a new contributory pension 

system may be introduced for the new entrants. The cumulative effect of pension 

contributions and downsizing of the federal services should lead to substantial savings. 

Will the federation show the will power to implement the changes? Time is running out. 

Email: saeed.saeedk@gmail.com 

Published in Daily the News 
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Role distance 
By Syed Saadat 

IMAGINE placing a goldfish in a bowl at the entrance of your home and thinking it would 

achieve the same results as expected of a bona fide watchman. Our expectation of 

Pakistan Administrative Service officers to keep an eye on the size of the naan, manage 

Ramazan Sasta bazars or negotiate with local prayer leaders on some religiously sensitive 

issue is no different. 

The officers have neither trained for such jobs nor are they inclined to do them. They are 

not educated in public dealing during any of the professional trainings they literally waste 

their time on. These trainings touch upon subjects that mostly have little to no connection 

with their field. The majority of PAS trainees come from highly urban backgrounds having 

studied in the best universities in the country and even abroad. The trainings are focused 

on academics while the scholarships (eg Chevening, Fulbright, Australian Award) they get 

by virtue of being in service are sabbaticals with little relevance to their jobs back home. 

They are networking opportunities for the benefit of the host country. What we tend to 

ignore is that an academically brilliant individual can be poor at administration. 

An academically brilliant individual can be poor at administration. 

Recently, the Sialkot assistant commissioner was at the receiving end of harsh criticism by 

special assistant to the Punjab chief minister, Ms Firdous Ashiq Awan, for not ensuring 

better quality of fruits and vegetables in a Ramazan bazar set up by the government. The 

highly condescending attitude towards the assistant commissioner cannot be condoned, 

but the issue of poor service delivery that was pointed out cannot be ignored either. 

Is the assistant commissioner trained to do this kind of job? In fact, a more pertinent 

question would be, is she inclined towards this kind of job? Is it what she thought she 

would be doing when she passed the CSS exam with flying colours? Is it a case of role 

distance — a term that denotes “the detachment of the performer from the role he or she 

is performing”? There is a definite gap, rather a gulf, between the expectations of young 

civil servants and the reality which naturally leads to inefficiency as well as indifference. 

The only true function, or the original job description of the assistant commissioner, is 

related to revenue administration as defined under the Land Revenue Act 1967. All other 

functions that have been thrust upon the assistant commissioner, such as those defined 

in the Civil Administration Act, polio duties, Muharram activities, Ramazan bazars, etc are 

actually an extension of the secondary functions of the district administration which deals 

with general administration. But now, matters seem to have gone beyond the original job 

description. 

The question is, if not them then who would perform these duties? Effective local bodies 

are the answer. Since local body members are elected from within the community, they 

identify themselves with the community and are accessible to it. Tasks like polio 
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campaigns and Sasta bazars can be better managed by them as they know the 

shopkeepers and households. They can relate to their problems and concerns, and most 

importantly, are accountable to them. 

Holding civil servants answerable on account of public complaints is almost impossible. 

Nobody is willing to pursue the complaints and the judge is usually a civil servant who 

prefers to align with a member of his tribe rather than with the public. 

On the contrary, there is a time-tested system of accountability in place for elected 

representatives. Even in the recent Sialkot incident, the contrast in the attitude of the civil 

servant and politician was visible in how they reacted to the poor quality of fruit in the 

bazaar. The public representative 

was perturbed because she has to face the public in the next election and will be 

answerable to them while the civil servant was least bothered as sooner or later she would 

be transferred to a new assignment. The evaluation report of civil servants known as the 

annual confidential report is dependent not on public opinion but the opinion of the boss, 

who often thinks of subordinates as part of the tribe. 

Lastly, the institution of deputy commissioner dates back to the British era when the DC 

was a representative of the British Raj. He would not be held accountable for public 

complaints. Those who cared for the public did so because of their own ethics rather than 

the job requirement which was ensuring law and order by whatever means necessary and 

making sure that the sovereignty of the Raj was never challenged. Times have changed. 

This transition from masters to servants is a harsh reality check for someone who joined 

the civil service chasing that clout which the deputy commissioner of yore exuded. It has 

led to frustration in the ranks and consequently poor service delivery. 

The writer is a former civil servant. 

syedsaadatwrites@gmail.com 

Twitter: @SyedSaadat55 

Published in Dawn, May 25th, 2021 
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Israel’s 

propaganda war 
By Belen Fernandez 

On May 14, the official Twitter account of the Israeli military tweeted a “pop quiz” video, 

inviting viewers to “imagine” that they themselves were the Israeli armed forces deciding 

what to do in response to rocket fire from the Gaza Strip. The answer options were: “A. 

Nothing[.] Allow terrorists to destroy Israeli cities,” or “B. Target the terrorists who fire the 

rockets.” 

According to the military, there was “only one right answer”: option B. In reality, a more 

accurate answer would have been something like: “C. Bomb Gaza to smithereens and 

massacre entire Palestinian families in ‘response’ to rockets that are not even capable of 

destroying Israeli cities – and that are only being fired at Israel because Israel has spent 

the past 73 years massacring and otherwise tormenting Palestinians.” 

Nearly 250 Palestinians have thus far been killed, including 66 children, in the Israeli 

assault that began on May 10. As usual, the Israeli military Twitter account has served as 

a valuable weapon for conducting a parallel propaganda war to bolster the physical one. 

The account, which currently boasts 1.5 million followers, is largely dedicated to inverting 

the roles of victimiser and victim to portray Israel as the latter – in theory a formidable 

task, given that “victims” do not usually violently erect their country on other people’s 

land and subject the rightful inhabitants to ethnic cleansing and slaughter. 

The completely disproportionate destruction in Israel and Gaza means that the Israeli 

military is often reduced to tweeting about air raid sirens, with helpful colourful maps: 

“Every red dot marks sirens in Israel over the last 30 minutes: Israel is under attack.” 

If the red dots were not traumatising enough, a tweet on May 11 encouraged Twitter 

users to listen to an audio clip of “SIRENS IN TEL AVIV” and to “imagine hearing this sound 

and having seconds to run for your life.” On May 12, another tweet announced: “It’s 3 AM 

and more rockets are being fired at Tel Aviv. Families are being woken up & rushed to 

bomb shelters.” 

Never mind the lack of air raid sirens or bomb shelters in Gaza. Imagine being, say, six-

year-old Suzy Eshkuntana, pulled from the rubble of her Gaza City home seven hours after 

an Israeli air attack killed her mother and four siblings. Or imagine being Eman Basher, a 

teacher with the United Nations Relief and Works Agency, who on May 13 tweeted: 

“Tonight, I put the kids to sleep in our bedroom. So that when we die, we die together 

and no one would live to mourn the loss of one another.” 

The Israeli army is all about “imagining”, but only from Israel’s invented perspective. 

Another epically sensational video tweet, titled “Imagine This Was Your Reality”, purports 

to show how “ALL OF ISRAEL IS UNDER FIRE” via a montage of rockets, flames, and people 
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running. The video incites viewers to “imagine if it was Washington”; “Imagine if it was 

Paris”; “Imagine if it was London”. 

Meanwhile, this same army continues to inflict an apocalypse of cinematic proportions 

upon the Gaza Strip. Imagining Israel as the victim requires a good deal of imagination, 

indeed. 

Excerpted: ‘From the Twitter trenches: The Israeli army’s propaganda war’ 

Published in Daily the News 
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